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Introduction
My interest in Ruger rifles has been very limited over the years, Initially I owned a 10/22 and a 77/22 but personally,
found them to be mass produced guns, with mass produced quality and moderate accuracy. My experience with the
10/22 was reasonable, but the accuracy of
the 77/22 in .22 Hornet was terrible. In fairness, more recent rifles such as the Predator,
Precision and Ranch, which I have also owned
are a vast improvement, with superior accuracy and at a reasonable cost, so fair play to
Ruger, if they are upping their game.
I have always liked single shot, falling block
rifles such as the Sharps and I have owned a
number of the Pedersoli sharp replica’s over
the years, however 1850’s technology, with
no specific shooting disciplines that interested me, coupled with large calibre black powder type rounds where not
enough to keep me interested and I tended to sell the rifles on.
This all changed in mid 2019, when I had a heart attack when out exercising one day. The reason was a single blocked
artery, however the doctors where baffled as
to a cause, as I was in good health. My personal opinion as to the cause, attributed it to
thirteen hour working and stressful days, seven days a week for too many years, but I
guess I will never know.
For anyone who knows a person from the heart attack club, or has experienced it themselves, part of the recovery
process is a strong need to keep your mind on the “straight & narrow” and to do that, I decided to purchase and
restore a Ruger No 1. I decided on the No 1, as it gave me the falling block experience, in a modern package. However,
decision to produce a set of Armourers notes came later as I developed a real interest in these rifles.
In the UK and I may be wrong with this statement, but there are no new guns to speak of due to Ruger's current low
production rates. Therefore my initial specification for a 2nd hand Ruger was good mechanics, with minimal wear to both action
and barrel, but not to fussed about the condition of the woodwork. I wanted a varmint
barrel with a chamber rim size of .473” which
meant any calibres similar too .308, .22-250 and .243 as I planned to re-barrel at some stage, when funds permitted. I
identified the above Ruger Varmint in .22-250, which was located in Somerset, so when medical fitness permitted, off
I toddled to inspect the said rifle. Woodwork was scratched, but bluing was good as was the mechanical condition of
the action and barrel. The only dodgy aspect was the improvised scope bases, which would have to go.
Whilst I am new to the No. 1, researching the Internet highlighted No. 1’s role was purely as a hunting rifle, however
my intention was to only use them as a target rifle. The plan was to restore the rifle and to see what accuracy I could
achieve. However, Bisley ranges are restricted to a MV of 3280 fps and factory PPU ammunition with a 55gr bullet, will
happily buzz along at 3674 fps. I did experiment will some rounds that where down-loaded, to see if I could meet the
required criteria, but anything below 3280 fps was not obturating and therefore a calibre change was needed.
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General description & history
As mentioned above, Ruger manufacture a wide range of mass produce firearms, but the Ruger No. 1 has something
in my opinion that the rest of their rifles lack and that is a degree of elegance. Its unique design adds an element of
grace and therefore, the rifle lends itself to customisation, with some rifles exhibiting exquisite workmanship, as can

be seen in the image above. The falling block action facilitates a very short receiver but accommodates a longer barrel
in a overall compact design, which makes for well balanced and good handling rifle. Personally, I’m not a fan of shotgun
style safety mechanisms on a rifle, but Ruger's safety is well positioned, locks the sear and retracts the hammer
slightly, so is very effective.
Unlike many lever actions, I find the Ruger’s lever mechanism a pleasure to use, its a more natural movement from the
pistol grip to release the lever latch and to push the cocking lever forward, opening the breech block. Cycling the
breech block is a smooth experience, opening the breech block, sliding the cartridge along the ramp, over the block
and into the breech is a very ”artillery”style, that I find quite satisfying. However, if I have one comment, it is the
complicated mechanism behind that smooth cycling of the breech block. Stripping this gun for cleaning takes some
practice and requires tools, which I will discuss further in the next section.
I have no plans to go into great length about the Ruger No. 1’s history as there is plenty of information available in
publications and on the Internet. However the type of information is limited to basic sales facts, rather than technical
information. There is an out of publication book, Ruger No. 1 Rifle, by Joe D. Clayton, however prices are typically £200
- £300, which is out of my price range. Introduced commercially as the No. 1 standard rifle in 1966, it is still
manufactured today, albeit in far less numbers. Over the years it has been produced in an extremely wide range of
calibres including .303 British, which we will come to later. Models include, the government, international, light
sporter, medium sporter, special varminter, standard light sporter, tropical and the No. 3. The No. 3 was designed as
a simple budget model and retailed for a $100 less than the No. 1 at its debut in 1973. However by 1987 the No. 3
rivaled the same cost of a No. 1 and was subsequently discontinued with only 40,000 being made.
As mentioned above, the No. 1 is still being manufactured in very limited numbers and calibres, with single shot rifle
seemingly having lost their vogue, which is a shame. The most common comment I hear from the Internet, is that you
need a quick second shot. I have two arguments against that point. If your competent with the handling and
functioning of your No. 1, you can deliver that second shot in a similar time frame as a bolt action rifle and secondly
you should not need that second shot as the animal will suffer. An example is that I can compete and win a “mad
minute” competition shoot with a five capacity magazine rifle against rifles that are fitted with a ten round magazine.
That is because my accuracy and operating drills are better.
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Falling Block Action
What makes the Ruger No. 1 so unique in the current gun world is its falling block design. Most publications state that
Ruger and their engineers improved on the British Farquharson rifle, which was a single-shot hammer-less falling block
rifle designed John Farquharson in Scotland in 1872. These rifles existed for the wealthy and as a result production
numbers where low and today, surviving rifles are prohibitively expensive. Over the years and after the patents ran

out, the Farquharson design has been copied by many prestigious gun makers, such as Griffin & Howe, Wesley
Richards and more recently, the New Zealand, Soroka Rifle Company. However these are precise engineering works of
art and prices are out of reach of most shooters, therefore the Ruger No. 1 remains not only unique by design but by
affordability.
Another feature of the falling block design is its immense strength and I have read comments that it is almost
impossible to destroy. I have not put those comments to the test, nor do I intend to do so. However, unlike bolt action
rifles, there is no need for long and short actions to accommodate different and more powerful cartridge types and
therefore from a manufacturing standpoint, this is a production advantage.
Operation - Breech Block
Unlike the Sharps rifles, there is no spring pressure, linked directly to the breech block and therefore you cannot trap
your fingers as is possible on the Sharp’s cocking lever and
something I was always keen to avoid.
Although the No. 1’s action is much more complicated than
the Sharps it is eminently more pleasurable to operate and on
YouTube there is a very good video of how the No. 1 action
works; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nc8JNoOBm1A
The breech block has a slight 2° forward angle and is connected to the cocking lever via a linkage and the breech block arm.
As the cocking lever is pushed forward, the breech block arm
rotates backwards and downwards, lowering the breech
block, controlling its rate of decent, until the cocking lever
reaches its forward most position. Closing the cocking lever,
reverses the process with the breech block arm lifting the
breech block until mechanical lock is achieved. This lever action and the distances travelled by the
breech block is critical. In the lower position
the breech block clears the chamber and
acts as an unloading tray for the ejected
cartridge.
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In the upper most position the breech block is locked and the firing pin is aligned with the cartridge primer. Mechanical
safety is archived as the firing pin cannot provide a full strike until the breech block is locked. A second mechanical lock
is the cocking lever as it closes, the lever latch engages in the trigger guard and locks the operating lever in the closed
position. The floor plate of the cocking lever secures the breech block in the upper most position, therefore should the
breech block arm fail, the breech block is unable to move and mechanical safety is retained.
Operation - Hammer & Firing Pin
The cocking lever, breech block arm, ejector and hammer are all retained on the lever pivot screw. As the cocking lever
is pushed forward, the hammer is rotated rearward and compresses the hammer spring
assembly. Rearward movement of the hammer is prevented by the cocking lever striking
the receiver body and when the cocking lever is returned to battery, the hammer is
retained in the compressed position by the sear. As the cocking lever is locked on the lever
latch, the breech block is in its upper most position and locked. Pulling of the trigger
rotates the sear about its axis and the hammer is released under the influence of the
hammer spring and moves forward, striking the hammer transfer block, which in turn
strikes the spring loaded firing pin and initiates the cartridge. The No. 1 does have a gun
state indicator but it is not immediately apparent. In the front of the cocking lever there
is a small window measuring 8 x 6 mm. When the hammer is cocked, its spur sits in the
window and can be felt by the users finger.
Operation - Trigger Assembly
Ruger No. 1 triggers are set up for hunting and therefore do not expect very light triggers
as one would expect on target rifles. It is not safe to employ that type of trigger on a rifle
that is going to carried through fields and forests. The No. 1 trigger is adjustable and
probably the easiest way to remember the trigger adjustment is
the screw closest to the muzzle
adjusts the trigger travel. By
screwing the screw inwards, you
can reduce the over travel. However, if you over adjust the sear will
not release. To adjust the pull, it is
the screw closest to the butt.
Screwing the screw inwards, increases the trigger pull and likewise screwing outwards, lightens
the pull, but don't expect miracle
levels in terms of changes. Jard
provide an aftermarket trigger for
the No. 1 but I have not had the
pleasure of installing one and
therefore are unable to comment on its performance.
The trigger assembly consists of four main parts, the trigger, safety bar, sear and safety catch. The safety catch is a shot
gun sliding type and when applied, stops the sear from rotating and therefore prevents it disengaging from the
hammer bent. Attached to the safety catch, is the safety bar. When the safety is applied,the safety bar also engages
the hammer bent, disengages the hammer from the sear, thereby preventing the hammer from rotating and striking
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the hammer transfer block, should the sear fail. The sear is shallow “V” shaped lever, that rotates about its axis pin and
its movement is controlled by the trigger.
Operation - Ejector/Extractor
On a rifle with a tradition bolt mechanism, the ejector and extractor are two separate components. The extractor

withdraws the empty case and holds it onto the bolt face,
as the empty case clears the the ejector slot, the ejector
pivots the empty case away from the rifle using the extractor as the pivot mechanism.
With regards to the No. 1, the ejector and extractor are
one component. The extractor rotates on the lever pivot
screw in the same way as the cocking lever and therefore
as the cocking lever is pushed forward, the breech block is
lowered. On the breech block is the ejector/extractor
roller and as the breech block is lowered,the roller clears
the extractor and the ejector/extractor spring assembly
asserts itself, pushing the empty case clear of the chamber. On traditional bolt rifles there is a process called primary
extraction. This camming action breaks the obturation or case seal with the chamber. Primary extraction on the No. 1,
is introduced by the cocking lever and then followed up by the ejector cam and its spring asserting a strong force to
the ejector, ejecting the empty case. This spring force can be adjusted by adjusting the ejector strut adjustment screw.
Forend
The Ruger’s hammer and ejector spring assembly are located in the housing that runs underneath the barrel and is
secured to the receiver. The forend is secured to this housing and the barrel bears on the last inch of the forend. This
bearing point is critical as the rifle is designed to be shot from the hand. The forend is fitted with a QD stud for a sling
and it is not designed for a Harris bipod. As the QD stud is located very close to the tip of the forend, if a bipod is fitted,
it will have a impact on the forend and its bearing on the barrel, which in turn affects accuracy.
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Accuracy
Researching the No 1 often raises comments about the subject of accuracy and judging by the comments on the
Internet over the years the Ruger No. 1 appears to have a chequered history. I do not consider myself an expert on the
No. 1 however the first issue to discuss is the ammunition, clearly some calibres are more accurate than others, plus
reloading skills can vary from superb to the dam-right dangerous. Hunting bullets, especially the cheaper brands are
also going to effect accuracy, therefore as in my case, if accuracy is to be the governing factor, then ammunition be it
factory or reloaded, must be to a high standard and with the correct bullet seating.
I have no intention of making a statement here as it is not a subject I have researched in any depth and only based my
comments on personal experience. Recent Ruger barrels seem to be good and a Ruger Ranch and Predator
that I purchased in 2019 shot extremely well, in fact
they where outstanding for factory rifles. However
my first Ruger 77/22, with a .22 Hornet barrel from
early 2009 was very poor and I had to re-barrel the
rifle, as it was so bad. More recently my 1979 Ruger
No. 3 with what appeared to be a similar barrel to the
77/22 also shoot extremely poorly (see armourers
report). Experience with Mini 14’s in .223 also proved
disappointing. My first No. 1 in .22-250, produced in
1995, and had a good barrel and was not worn or
pitted, shot 1 - 1½” groups at 100 yards which was reasonable. Another issue is barrel type, a varmint barrel will in my
opinion be more accurate than a light barrel and therefore accuracy is a matter of choice, however I can help feeling
that early barrel quality was a bit of a mixed bag.
Many comments I read about accuracy concern the two piece stock and that two piece stocks are inherently
inaccurate. I may have only been working on No. 1’s for a year but I have been working on Lee Enfield's for nearly forty
years with their two piece stock and I cannot agree with that statement. Like Enfield’s the No. 1 barrel is not designed
to float and as long as the woodwork is correctly fitted, the barrel and ammunition is of good quality, your No. 1 will
shoot well.
Cleaning
I currently have three No. 1’s and one No. 3 and all had dirty mechanisms when I purchased them. I put this down to
the the Ruger’s complicated breech block mechanism and the need for tools, when compared to the traditional bolt
action rifle. Users will clean the barrel as that is easy enough, but many shooters lack the confidence when it comes to
removing the breech block and therefore the breech block tends to remain dry and dirty.
Ruger No. 1 V Varminter .22-250
My first Ruger No. 1 was a 1995 varmint model in good mechanical condition, but the woodwork had seen the test of
time and action required a good clean. Therefore the rifle required a major service and restoration of the woodwork.
As the barrel was in good condition and to keep the initial costs down, I planned to keep the rifle in its original format
and generally learn about its mechanism and the calibre as I hadn't reloaded .22-250 for many years.
Having stripped and serviced the action, I set
about restoring the woodwork by removing
the old damaged lacquer and fitted a new
adjustable recoil pad as can be seen in the
following page
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Restoration of the woodwork revealed a lovely patina, which shows a good level of walnut quality, however, it makes
me wonder why Ruger applied a lacquered finish, I guess consistency was the order of the day. The rifle had been fitted
with an improvised set of bases, which where terrible and had to be removed. As I had no plans to hunt with this rifle
and the single shot nature of the No 1 suits a wide range of scope types, therefore I decided to fit an older Redfield
3200 target scope which required new mounting blocks to be fitted
Initial Range Test
As can be seen in the image below the rifle retained the original .22-250 varmint barrel. I had only visually inspected
the barrel but it showed little signs of wear, it was not pitted and the rifling was sharp and shiny, highlighting that the
previous owner had cared for the barrel. As the rifle was going to be used on the Bisley range complex, muzzle velocity
is limited to 3280 feet per second and therefore I planned to down-load the .22-250 to meet these requirements. The
initial focused therefore was to keep the .22-250 below the limit and therefore the rifle was not really tested for
accuracy and I did not record the results, which with hindsight was a mistake. However if memory served me correctly
group sizes where in the 1 - 1½” bracket which was not bad. I would have liked to test the rifle further but the low

velocities required by Bisley was causing obturation problems with the .22-250 and therefore I decided to discontinue
the initial range test. Besides the obturation problems, the rifle functioned flawlessly and was a pleasure to shoot. This
was my first experience with a Ruger No. 1 and I enjoyed it immensely, however I had to make a decision with the rifles
calibre if I wanted to continue to shoot it at Bisley and therefore I decided to fit a new barrel in 6BR.
The new Bartlein stainless steel barrel was 26” long compared to the original barrel’s 24” and the first trip to the range
was to run the barrel in and to carry out some load development as I was new to the 6BR cartridge. Initial groups where
around 1” but I was cleaning the barrel every five rounds, ensuring the scope was secure and afterwards carrying out
the load development, so I was not focusing on accuracy as much as I should.

Load development indicated that 29.5gr of RS52 performed the best in this configuration, so a few weeks later I
returned to the ranges to zero the rifle. If you read the various Internet forums, Ruger No. 1 accuracy tends to vary,
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due to the forend. The barrel is not designed to float, it bears on the tip of the forend and to ensure good
accuracy, the barrels harmonics must remain the consistent from shot to shot. If the users decides to add a
Harris bipod, especially using the factory fitted sling swivel QD stud, these harmonics will vary and this will
reduce the rifles accuracy. Therefore when accuracy testing the rifle, I shoot fully supported from the bench,
using a bag or rest, so pressure on the forend is consistent.
My first group shot high, but the group was 13mm. Adjusting the scope brought the point of impact onto the
bull and I shot two lots of three and achieved an overall group size of 24mm. Happy with the point of impact,
I shot a further three round group and generated a 6mm group.
Whilst the 6BR cartridge is renown for its accuracy, a 6mm group was exceptional and I was very pleased
with the overall rifle package.
However, if I have a comment at
this late stage, it is with the No.
1’s trigger. This rifle was designed
with hunting in mind, it is not a
target rifle and therefore the trigger is field functional and in the
case of my rifle, releases at 5.2lbs
and therefore my poorer groups
could be improved with a lighter
trigger release.
Summary
I have been shooting for nearly forty years at the time of this report and to be completely open, and as mentioned
earlier, I do not particularly like Ruger rifles because of my previous poor experiences. I had not shot a Ruger No 1 prior

to this report. I did not purchase the Ruger No 1 because I wanted to hunt and wanted an elegant hunting rifle. I
purchased the rifle for the unusual reason of maintaining my well-being during a difficult period of illness.
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I took a mature and slightly weather beaten rifle and restored it into a very accurate and in my opinion nice looking
rifle, that I enjoy shooting. I like restoring old rifles and restoring them to their former glory, but working on this rifle
had the added aim of maintaining my well-being and therefore I have a unique personal attachment to this particular
rifle.
At the time of finishing this report, the Covid-19 Pandemic had blighted the UK and all shooting was on hold and therefore I was
unable to test the Ruger No. 1 6BR at longer
ranges. One thing that I had identified when
shooting the No. 1 in a target format was the
inability to grip the rifle in a target shooting
position using a rest. When hunting the left
hand supports the forend, but when using a
rest the left hand grips the butt and I had
nothing to grip.
You may have notice in pictures of the finished rifle, I fitted a rear sling swivel in an
attempt to provide support for my left hand.
It helped, but was not really effective. What I wanted was a grip that could utilise the rear QD stud, without having to alter the
butt in any way.

My solution was to modify the QD Swivel stud universal adapter for the versa pod bipod. I removed the spigot, sling
swivel and machined an angle into the adaptor edges as the adaptor was too wide. The finish product may not be
elegant, but it was very effective, didn't damage the woodwork in any way and could be removed in a matter of seconds.
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